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Automatic textual analysis of IBEX35 president's letters 
to shareholders. Factors that influence discourse tone. 
 

Abstract 

Through an automatic process of textual analysis of the IBEX35 president's letters to 
shareholders, this study tries to analyse their content focusing on the length and the tone 
of the discourse and the potential factors that can influence both. A total of 187 letters 
corresponding to the years 2013-2018 were analysed using the R package "pdftools”. 
Our findings show that: (1) the chairperson's letters differ in terms of content, length and 
tone; (2) in general they show a low positive tone but (3) there is a greater positive tone 
when the profit after taxes decrease with respect to the previous year and when the 
directors’ remuneration increases with respect to the previous year. Regarding content, 
a bigger sample of 321 letters corresponding to the years 2008-2018 was analysed using 
Voyant Tools that allowed us to identify the most frequent concepts discussed and some 
differences between financial and non-financial companies.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Annual reports might variously be viewed as “an undisguised advertisement” or as 
“platforms for preaching [management’s] philosophies and [for] touting themselves and 
their companies” (Ingram & Frazier, 1983). The complexity of full financial reports has 
prompted companies to provide summary reports (including narrative summaries, such 
as the letters to shareholders) to render reported information more comprehensible 
(Costa et al., 2013). 

The letter to shareholders is written annually by the Chief Executive Officer/ Chairman / 
Chairwoman of a company and normally precedes the more substantial and detailed 
annual report of financial data from the previous fiscal year. These messages from the 
leader of the company are particularly important elements of the annual report, as they 
typically explain past performance and they offer a vision for achieving future success 
(Poole, 2014).   

The letter is a promotional genre designed to build and present the corporation’s image 
(Anderson & Imperia, 1992). It has enormous rhetorical importance in building credibility 
and imparting confidence, convincing investors that the company is pursuing sound and 
effective strategies (Hyland, 1998).  

Purportedly intended to simply present objective information regarding a company’s 
performance and strategy, the letters, however, also serve to project the corporate image 
and ideology to both existing and potential investors. Negotiating relationships with 
multiple audiences for multiple purposes results in the rhetorical complexity and richness 
of the chairman’s letter (Poole, 2014).  
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While the actual financial statements following the letter are often considered the most 
important items for investors and analysts, the letters have an undeniable influence on 
investment decisions (Lee & Tweedie, 1981). The letter is the most read portion of the 
annual report and 48% of readers claim to read the letters thoroughly (Bartlett & 
Chandler, 1997). In addition, annual reports and the president’s letter also function to 
establish credibility and convince readers that the company is “pursuing sound strategy” 
(Kohut & Segars, 1992).  

This letter can be written by the president or the CEO. A president technically has higher 
powers than a CEO. Since the CEO has still to answer to the board of directors, which 
is headed by the president. A CEO is concerned with executing strategies that have been 
approved by the board and they are the ones who are mostly seen in action. Ultimately, 
the fate of a CEO rests on how satisfied the board is with what they have done with the 
company (Partners, 2015).  

There are cases where both (president and CEO) positions are held by the same person, 
although from one perspective, academics persuasively argue for the separation of roles 
on the basis that a clear division of responsibilities better guarantees independent action 
on behalf of the board (Coombes & Wong, 2004). 

For the reasons explained, the letter to shareholders is a particularly important genre 
and the research to date on the messages is insightful. Exploring content and tone can 
be an interesting field of research as we show in this study which is organized as follows: 
in Section 2 we present a review of previous studies related to the president`s letter. The 
sample used and the methodology followed in the research are explained in Section 3. 
Section 4 presents the findings. Finally, the main conclusions and avenues for future 
research are discussed in Section 5.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW   

Previous research has focused much more on the CEO's perspective, leaving the 
president's aside. An extensive academic literature explores aspects of the CEO letter 
to shareholders. Some of this comprises content analysis studies of expressions of 
company performance (Abrahamson & Amir, 1996; Clatworthy & Jones, 2006), 
bankruptcy and/or a company's risk of failure (Smith & Taffler, 2000; Tennyson et al., 
1990); cultural values (Mir et al., 2009); and the linguistic features of CEO letters for 
narrative cues (e.g. metaphors and rhetoric) that are indicative of the influence the 
communicator is trying to exert on a communication recipient (Amernic et al., 2010; 
Amernic & Craig, 2006; Sydserff & Weetman, 1999). 

Researchers have studied the complex interaction between the CEO letter, the company 
and the financial statements that together create a social world in which the CEO plays 
a key role (Jonäll & Rimmel, 2010). 

The study by Kohut and Segars (1992) assessed whether there are discernible thematic 
differences between low-performing and high-performing companies and the extent 
“word count, number of sentences, and syllables” differ between the two performance 
levels. Using a content analysis methodology, the study determined that high-performing 
companies were significantly more loquacious than their low-performing counterparts. 
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Interestingly, the researchers concluded that high-performer letters were more likely to 
refer to past events in their discussion of company performance. In contrast, low 
performers tended to project more toward the future. 

Additional studies have also examined presidents’ letters and annual reports’ methods 
for reporting both positive and negative performance. Clatworthy and Jones (2003) 
analysed the end of year narratives of the top 50 and bottom 50 listed UK companies. 
The analysis determined that both groups of companies accentuate the positive aspects 
of their performance, assume responsibility for success, and deflect blame to external 
factors for bad news. However, Rutherford (2003) reported that poorly performing 
companies do not use linguistic complexity to obscure negative performance and that 
the textual complexity of annual reports cannot simply be attributed to performance. 

Regarding content analysis, a preliminary examination (McConnell et al., 1986) of 100 
presidents' letters identified nine recurring themes commonly addressed in discussions 
of the future. These themes were: (1) Confidence, (2) Market Context, (3) Growth, (4) 
Statement of Strategic Plans, (5) Changing Product Mix, (6) Imminent Losses, (7) 
Imminent Gains, (8) Positive References to the Years Ahead, (9) Positive References to 
the Forthcoming Year. Additionally, Kohut and Segars (1992), examined the content of 
the president’s letter of the top and bottom 25 firms of the Fortune 500 and revealed six 
main themes: (1) environment, (2) growth, (3) operating philosophy, (4) markets and 
products, (5) unfavourable and (6) favourable financial reference. They were able to 
classify high and low performing firms according to the themes emphasized in the 
president’s letter. 

In this study, we conduct an automatic process of textual analysis, which can be 
considered its main contribution from a methodological perspective. The IBEX35 
president's letters to shareholders are analysed trying to answer the following questions: 
(RQ1) What is the content, length and tone of the president´s letter? (RQ2) What factors 
influence discourse length on president´s letter? (RQ3) What factors influence their 
positive tone?  

3. METHODOLOGY 

Sample and text extraction  

The sample for this study consisted of the 32 IBEX35 companies as of December 2018 
which regularly provided access to the president´s letters. IBEX35 concentrates 90% of 
the business of the entire Spanish Stock Exchange.  A total of 187 letters from 2013 to 
2018 were analysed. Because 5 companies presented only five years. President´s letters 
were identified manually through the annual report of the companies, available on their 
websites. They are in a PDF (Portable Document Format) format.  

The letters were then processed as shown in table and figure 1. Table 1 presents an 
overview of the text analysis operations conducted with R statistical advanced software 
(R Core Team, 2018) categorized in two sections: data preparation and analysis. The 
first step, importing text, covers the functions for reading texts of pdf file format into a raw 
text corpus in R. The next is the string operations and pre-processing cover techniques 
for manipulating raw texts and processing them into tokens (i.e., units of text, such as 
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words or word stems). The analysis section utilizes the selected dictionary to identify the 
words expressing a positive tone. The dictionary approach broadly refers to the use of 
patterns, from simple keywords to complex Boolean queries and regular expressions, to 
count how often certain concepts occur in texts.  

Table 1. An overview of text analysis operations, with the R packages used in this analysis  
Operations      R packages   R functions    
Data preparation        
importing text  pdftools  pdf_text()   
string processing  Stringr  wordcount(), str_count()  
Analysis       
Dictionary   SentimentAnalysis DictionaryLM 

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the analysis detailing every step and R package and 
function used. The extraction of the text is done through the "pdf_text()" function of the 
"pdftools'' R package (Ooms, 2020), that returns a character vector of equal length to the 
number of pages in the PDF file, in order to create the sentences or paragraphs. It's used 
because the pdf format has little semantic structure. Previously, carriage returns were 
also automatically deleted, and capital letters were converted to lowercase. The total 
word count contained in each letter is done automatically through the "wordcount" 
function of the "ngram" R package (Schmidt & Heckendorf, 2017).  

Figure 1. Flowchart of PDF document analysis 

 

All the letters were then automatically analysed using the "str_count" function of the 
"stringr“ R package (Wickham, 2019) that counts the number of matches of a dictionary 
in a string.  

We use a list of positive words of the Loughran-McDonald finance-specific dictionary 
(Loughran & McDonald, 2010) (see table 2) that has been widely used in the finance 
domain. It is “DictionaryLM” function of the "SentimentAnalysis" R package (Feuerriegel 
& Proellochs, 2019). Thus, identifying the positive tone of each letter (Tone positive = 
number of positive words in letter / total words of letter). 
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Table 2. Positive words in the Loughran-McDonald finance dictionary 

 

For content analysis, the sample was extended to years 2008-2018. A total of 321 letters 
were then considered.  The analysis was conducted by means of Voyant Tools (Sinclair 
et al., 2016), an open source web-based text reading and analysis environment that 
performs content analysis allowing large-scale comparisons of a set of texts or corpus.  

A content analysis is a technique widely used in the social sciences. It can be 
characterized as the sys-thematic enumeration, coding and classification of words and 
phrases for the purpose of analysing message content. It is not a fixed analytical 
technique; rather, it is an approach that offers guidelines for the systematic analysis of 
written communications.  

Voyant includes several tools like “Cirrus” and “Collocates Graph” to represent the results 
of the content analysis. “Cirrus” is a word cloud that visualizes the top frequency words 
of a corpus or document. “Collocates Graph” represents keywords and terms that occur 
in proximity as a force directed network graph. Apart from stop words, very frequent 
words (group, new, million, business, year, company, report, bank) that have no 
contextual value have also been removed. 

Dependent and independent variables 

In this study we try to identify potential factors that can influence the length and the tone 
of the discourse of the president´s letters, so both are the dependent variables we use 
in our model.   

The length of the letters has been proven to generate primacy effects for longer letters, 
and in a short but complex letter, a recency effect is predicted, in which case it would be 
to the company’s advantage to present the good news last (Baird & Zelin, 2000). Thus, 
this variable has been analysed from an effect generating perspective which suggested 
us to explore the opposite, that is: possible factors influencing it.  

The tone of the discourse has been studied to examine how companies report good and 
bad news in different ways (Clatworthy & Jones, 2003), whether the ordering of good 
news and bad news in a president's letter could bias investor perceptions (Baird & Zelin, 
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2000) and the factors of the amount of negativity expressed in the president’s letter 
(Abrahamson & Amir, 1996). 

The independent variables (see table 3) refer to the increase (with respect to the previous 
year) of Market capitalization (MarkCap), Profit after taxes (EAT), Directors’ 
Remuneration (DirecRemu) and to the Sector (Sector) in which the company is included.  

In our paper we analyse the potential influence of the growth of the market capitalization 
of the company. This variable has been used in previous literature on disclosure (Healy 
et al., 1999; Skinner, 1994; Verrecchia, 1990).  Abrahamson & Amir (1996),  found that 
market capitalization is significantly lower in firms with low negative tone relative to firms 
with high negative tone.  

We also analyse the potential impact of the growth or decline of the profit after taxes 
(EAT). Companies both with improving or declining performance prefer to take credit for 
good news themselves, while blaming the external environment for bad news  
(Clatworthy & Jones, 2003) and moreover, both groups placed predominant emphasis 
on the past (Kohut & Segars, 1992). 

Directors’ remuneration is an important aspect of companies’ disclosures to check if 
moderated executive pay increases or ratcheted them upwards (Clarke et al., 1998).  
Some suggest that with more information about pay levels on public display, those who 
are paid less will press for pay increases, since remuneration levels are often set with 
the help of comparisons with other companies (Hampel, 1998). For that reason, we 
decided to explore the potential impact of Director´s remuneration growth on the 
president's letter.  

Company’s sector is one of the most frequently addressed determinants in voluntary 
reporting literature. Researchers provide rather than consistent evidence for a significant 
relationship between these two variables (Bonsón & Bednárová, 2013; Brammer & 
Pavelin, 2006; Hahn & Kühnen, 2013).  Because of the nature of their activities, the 
president´s letters of companies operating in different sectors may also differ. In our 
paper, we consider two groups of sectors. The first group includes companies that 
operate in the financial and insurance sectors. The second group all the others. 
Accordingly, it has been verified that finance companies are slightly more likely to publish 
a CEO letter than non-finance companies (Costa et al., 2013), which suggest that 
differences could also be found in relation to our analysis. 

Table 3. Variables 
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These independent variables have been collected from different sources (Google 
Finance, Sistema de Análisis de Balances Ibéricos and Comisión Nacional de Mercado 
de Valores) and treated as dummy variables. These factors try to explain both the 
discourse length (dependent variable 1) and its positive tone (dependent variable 2). 

In this way, the following two logistic regressions were conducted: 

(1)   = + 1  + 2 + 3 + 4 +  

(2)   = + 1  + 2 + 3 + 4 +  

4. FINDINGS 

The results obtained with respect to the length and positive tone were that the maximum 
discourse length was found to be 92.697 words and the minimum 653 (average=5.152, 
std.=8.101), and the positive tone was very low (average=1,198%, std.= 0,649), ranging 
from 3,72% to 0,005% as can be seen in table 4. It means that there is no homogeneous 
length or tone between the different letters.  

Table 4. Descriptive statistics    

 Maximum Average Minimum St. D.  
Discourse length 92.697 5.152 653 8.101 
Positive tone (%)            3,722              1,198              0,005              0,649   

According to our findings, none of the variables studied affect length (see table 5). While, 
there is a significant negative relationship between the profit after taxes of companies 
and its positive tone and also, there is a significant positive relationship between the 
directors’ remuneration and positive tone (see table 6). Therefore, the chairman's letters 
use a greater positive tone, when the profit after taxes decrease with respect to the 
previous year and when the directors’ remuneration increases with respect to the 
previous year.  
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Table 5. Multivariate statistics – Generalised Linear Model (Binomial) 

Independent variable 
Dependent variable 
Discourse Length 

Estimate z value Sig.  
(Intercept) -1,354 -3,257 0,0011 ** 
Market capitalization -2,028 -0,569 0,569 
Profit after taxes  0,379 0,916 0,360 
Directors’ Remuneration -0,122 -0,340 0,734 
Sector 0,467 1,810 0,238 
** Significant at p<0.01 (2-tailed)     

 

 

Table 6. Multivariate statistics – Generalised Linear Model (Binomial) 

Independent variable 
Dependent variable 

Positive tone 
Estimate z value Sig.  

(Intercept) -0,403 -1,146 0,252 
Market capitalization 0,059 0,185 0,853 
Profit after taxes  -0,708 -2,047 0,041 * 
Directors’ Remuneration 0,681 2,099 0,036 * 
Sector 0,254 0,689 0,491 
* Significant at p<0.05 (2-tailed)     

Regarding content analysis, a corpus of 321 documents with 378,267 total words and 
19,291 single word forms is analysed with Voyant Tools. Figure 2 shows that the most 
frequent words in the president´s letters are “growth” (1261), followed by “financial” (854) 
and “shareholders” (794). But the words “customers”, “market”, “management” and 
“commitment” are also relevant.  

Figure 2. Cirrus of content analysis 
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Figure 3 shows the context of use of the most frequent words. As can be seen “growth” 
is mainly related to “markets” (52 times), “opportunities” (58), “potential” (56) and 
“strategy” (33); the term “financial” relates to “strength” (42), “crisis” (49), “results” (49), 
“sector” (43) and “markets” (52); and “shareholders” is related to “employees” (51), 
“letter” (45), “meeting” (82), “customers” (76) and “value” (86).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Collocates Graph of content analysis 

 

To deepen the content analysis, the companies are divided into two groups: financial 
and non-financial companies to identify potential differences between them. For non-
financial companies, a corpus of 250 documents with 273,662 words and 15,345 single 
word forms was analysed and for financial companies, 71 documents with 104,605 total 
words and 9,018 single word forms. The results are shown on figures 4 and 5.  

Figure 4 shows the cirrus of both non-financial and financial companies. The most 
frequent words in the president's letters of non-financial companies are “growth” (950), 
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followed by “shareholders” (601) and “market” (585). For financial companies, these are 
“customers” (391), followed by “capital” (316) and “growth” (311). 

Figure 4. Cirrus of non-financial vs. financial companies’ content analysis 

  

The context of use of the most frequent words is shown in Figure 5. For non-financial 
companies, “growth” is mainly related to “potential” (38 times), “opportunities” (51) and 
“market” (62); the term “market” relates to “Spanish” (19), “share” (57), “conditions” (18) 
and “position” (20); and “shareholders” is connected to “customers” (44), “value” (66), 
“letter” (42), “meeting” (68) and “employees” (35). For financial companies, “customers” 
is mainly related to “number” (19), “shareholders” (36), “digital” (24) and “trust” (18); the 
term “capital” relates to “ratio” (44), “position” (19), “increase” (21) and “liquidity” (21); 
and “growth” is linked to the terms “economy” (13), “rate” (9), “potential” (18), “markets” 
(11) and “model” (9).  

Figure 5. Collocates Graph of non-financial vs. financial companies’ content analysis 

Non-financial Financial 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Our study shows that president's letters differ in terms of length and tone. There is no 
homogeneous length or tone between them as Baird and Zelin (2000) reported. The 
letters have an average length of 5,152 words and the discourse has a low positive tone 
(1,198%). Even so, the positive tone is greater than the negative, since unless it is 
required, negative results are generally not supposed to appear (Abrahamson & Park, 
1994). It is true that words with a negative connotation could all too easily suggest a 
prejudicial financial situation (Bournois & Point, 2006) for this reason, avoiding a negative 
tone is expected. According to it, although there is a low positive tone, we focus on the 
positive tone, since the negative is usually non-existent. 

Regarding variables studied, none of them affect length, but there are certain 
relationships with tone. For example, when the EAT decreases with respect to the 
previous year, the letters show a greater positive tone. This is because the practice of 
embellishment by omission is frequently used to prevent any real assessment of the 
company's performance, and in special following a difficult year, the prominence of self-
justification and a certain complacency at the state of things can be noted (Bournois & 
Point, 2006). It also happens when the directors’ remuneration increases with respect to 
the previous year. In this case the positive tone is greater because the president conveys 
to their shareholders that the company is doing a good exercise. We interpret this to 
mean that the president justifies raising his board's remuneration, using a more positive 
tone, for shareholders to understand that rise. On the contrary, the positive tone is not 

Non-financial 

Financial 
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related to the variation with respect to the previous year of the market capitalization, nor 
the sector that classifies the company (financial or non-financial). 

The content analysis of the letters highlights the growth of the company as the most 
frequent topic the presidents discuss, without neglecting the technical aspects (financial 
and management) and the personal aspects (to their shareholders and customers). This 
aligns with previous investigations (Bournois & Point, 2006; Kohut & Segars, 1992; 
McConnell et al., 1986) where they all coincide in identifying growth. Most companies 
refer to growth, either underlining it as a potential, an opportunity, a strategy and a 
market. 

There are certain differences between the letter´s content of financial companies and 
non-financial companies. While non-financial companies focus more on the growth, 
financial companies focus mainly on customers. This does not only happen in president´s 
letters, it also transpires that during the Covid-19 crisis, it has been present that the 
brands of financial entities have been more rational in their communication, and have 
focused especially on explaining how they have helped their clients (Welovroi, 2020). 

The contribution of our study is two-fold. First, it fills a gap in the literature. Second, the 
findings of our study may have practical implications for shareholders, who can 
understand what can be happening when a higher positive tone is used in the chairman's 
letters.  

Limitations and future research 

Before closing, several limitations—together with recommendations for future 
research—have to be acknowledged. The first limitation is about the sample. For that 
reason, it should be extended to a higher sample using a Big Data approach (AECA, 
2017), since there is no problem in processing the text when done automatically. 

Although this empirical research studied Spanish stock exchange, future studies could 
adopt our approach and apply it to a comparative context with other international stock 
exchanges, which could improve the generalisability and understanding of the results. 
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